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EIJIRU INU

EIJIRU INU is the younger brother of shinjiru's
inu. we hope that eijiru can follow his brother
shinjiru's success in the BSC space that never
stops growing through TRUE deflationary
techniques.
Eijiru Inu Inspired by the immense popularity
of the EIJI Community, Eijiru Inu was
conceptualized as a Meme project of the NFts
collection, which later had high yield and
highly profitable uses for the BSC network. 
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EIJIRU INU is the younger brother of shinjiru's
inu. we hope that eijiru can follow his brother
shinjiru's success in the BSC space that never
stops growing through TRUE deflationary
techniques.
Inspired by the immense popularity of the EIJI
Community, EIJIRU INU was conceptualized as
a NFts collection Meme project, high yielding
and highly profitable for the BSC network.

Being associated with such a famous
character will bring a lot of eyes to our project,
but it doesn't stop there.

The project itself is designed to be a very
viable and highly profitable venture that will
continue to reward investors the longer they
will hold on to their investment. It boasts of its
own ecosystem that will generate returns for
investors beyond its overwhelming reliance on
new buyers. 

Tokenomics ensures that the project will
continue to thrive for years to come.

This is not an impossible endeavor. EIJIRU INU
is not based on obscure properties. The
character of Nft EIJIRU INU has reached the
pinnacle of incredible accolades that can be
collected as a possession asset of this
generation. Its appeal is universal, and its very
attractive name to pronounce in most of the
people all over the world.

And the year is what we have seen.

EIJIRU INU is a long-term project that will
continue to develop according to the wishes of
the community - a true decentralized EIJISWAP
app where the highest power is held by the
members.
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TWITTER: HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/EIJIRUINU
FACEBOOK: HTTPS://M.FACEBOOK.COM/EIJIRU-INU-
108073311932485/
INSTAGRAM: HTTPS://INSTAGRAM.COM/EIJIRUINU?
IGSHID=YMMYMTA2M2Y=
DISCORD: HTTPS://DISCORD.COM/INVITE/DT2FTRAY
TELEGRAM: HTTPS://T.ME/EIJIRUINU
WEBSITE : HTTP://WWW.EIJIRUINU.COM/
REDDIT: HTTPS://WWW.REDDIT.COM/U/EIJIRUINU/?
UTM_SOURCE=SHARE&UTM_MEDIUM=IOS_APP&UTM_NAM
E=IOSSMF
MEDIUM: HTTPS://MEDIUM.COM/@EIJIRUINU
GITHUB: HTTPS://GITHUB.COM/EIJIRUINU
SUPPORT US AT SUPPORT@EIJIRUINU.COM
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